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Escape to these French châteaux as they become ever more
aﬀordable
The coronavirus crisis in France has caused a property crash that has left some châteaux on sale at a substantially reduced
rate. Here are three that might appeal should anybody in the market for a palatial abode
by ANNABEL SAMPSON
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Lockdown in France has forced many château owning aristocrats and other families to put their fabled dwellings on
the market. As sad as that it is, it does now mean that there is a surge in French stately castles available to buy – and at
a substantially reduced rate, in some cases by as much as 40 per cent.
French estate agents reportedly have more than 1,500 of the expansive properties on their books – more than double
the number that there were ten years ago. Such news will remind many of the popular television series Escape to the
Château, a 45-room DIY project in North-West France. If it’s space and tranquility that you seek, these castles may be
just the place.
Château in Decazeville, southern France available via Prestige Property
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CHÂTEAU IN DECAZEVILLE
PRESTIGEPROPERTY.CO.UK

This 14 bedroom French château in Decazeville, southern France, is such an example – it is currently on the market for
£590,000, substantially down from when it was on sale last year at £809,000. The 13th century castle that has been
sympathetically restored by its current owners, comes with four acres of land, a swimming pool, its own vaulted chapel
and a guest house.

POOL AT THE CHÂTEAU IN DECAZEVILLE
PRESTIGEPROPERTY.CO.UK

It is charm personi ed with great views out to rolling country and is a short walk from the village of Decazeville with
shops, restaurants and a local weekly market. Prestige.co.uk
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Château in Aubusson, Limousin available via Leggett

CHÂTEAU IN AUBUSSON
LEGGETT.FR

Equally, this magni cent 15th century château in Aubusson, Limousin, an obscure region of central France, has also
had its price cut by as much as 23 per cent. In February it was listed at £1.8 million and now it is £1.53 million. It comes
with a heated pool, games room and expansive white wine cellar – and you get lost in 200 acres of woodland that
comes with the château. You’ll rarely bump into anyone at all. Leggett.fr

INSIDE THE CHÂTEAU IN AUBUSSON
LEGGETT.FR

Château near Chateauroux, Indre, in central France available via Sifex
There’s another captivating château near Chateauroux, Indre, in central France that is on sale for £677,000, having
fallen from £900,000 when it was listed in 2019. The intriguing building combines medieval, Renaissance and 19th
century style architecture and comes with nearly seven acres of land, 18 bedrooms and its own traditional cottage.
Sifex.co.uk

CHÂTEAU NEAR CHATEAUROUX
SIFEX.CO.UK
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